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I. Factual background
On 06.01.2017, Single bench of Delhi High Courtconstituted by Hon’ble Judge Vibhu Bakhru, 

J., in the matter of Allied Blenders and Distillers Pvt. Ltd. v. Prag Distillery Pvt. Ltd. and Ors2 returned 
the plaintunder Order VII, Rule 10, The Code of Civil Procedure, 19083filed by Allied Blenders 
(plaintiff) for the grant of permanent injunction against Prag Distellery (Defendant) due to lack 
of jurisdiction. The Defendant raised a vital issue in the instant matter which has been a bone of 
contention in several previous cases including Indian Performing Rights Society Ltd. v. Sanjay Dalia 
& Anr4, Ultra Home Construction Pvt. Ltd. v.Purushottam Kumar Chaubey & Ors5, Teva Pharmaceutical 
Industries Ltd. and Ors. v. Natco Pharma Ltd.6which is the territorial jurisdiction of the Delhi High 
Court. The Defendant contented that since no cause of action has arisen in Delhi, therefore, 
it should be returned to the appropriate court under Order VII, Rule 10, The Code of Civil 
Procedure, 19087. 

This case basically dealt with the interpretation of application of Order VII Rule 10 as to 
what considerations should be thought of before returning a plaint due to lack of jurisdiction. 
Whether the application filed under Order VII, Rule 10,The Code of Civil Procedure, 1908is to be 
scrutinized on the basis of the averments made by the plaintiff in the plaint only or consideration 
to defendant’s written statement is a also to be given.? Further whether a reasonable apprehension 
of a probable harm at a given place gives rise to cause of action and confers jurisdiction to the 
court of that place?Whether the plaintiff is able to indicate with material substance in the plaint 
that the suit is a quia timet action?

In the instant matter the Plaintiff, a company registered under the Companies Act, 1956, is 
involved in manufacturing and marketing of alcoholic beverages including Indian made foreign 
Liquor (herein after referred to as of IMFL). The plaintiff claims that they are registered proprietor 
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and hold various distinctive trademarks and labels under different classes including Officer’s 
choice which is one of their highest selling brands. 

The issue is specifically with respect to one of its trademark and label, “Officer’s Choice” The 
plaintiff claims that the trademark “Officer’s choice’ have acquired a very strong market presence 
and holds a reputation and goodwill which makes it one of the highest selling brands. The 
plaintiff to prove their point stated that they have advertised and marketed their product heavily 
through print and social media and is now recognized as a well known trademark. 

The dispute arose when Plaintiffs found that Defendant No. 1, a company registered under the 
Companies Act, 1956 and having its office in State of Maharashtra which holds a sub lease from 
defendant No. 2 having its registered office in state of Andhra Pradesh, is engaged in the business 
of manufacturing and bottling alcoholic beverages under the trademark “Smart Choice”. The 
plaintiff contented that the defendant’s trademark is deceptively similar to plaintiff’s trademark 
which causes confusion to the customers and that in essence there is substantial visual similarly 
between their trademark “Officer’s choice” and Defendant’s trademark “Smart choice”. 

The plaintiff prayed in the instant matter for permanent injunction against infringement 
of trademark and copyright as well as passing off. However, an application was filed by the 
defendant, inter alia, under Order VII, Rule 10,The Code of Civil Procedure, 1908praying for the 
return of plaint. The counsel for the defendant ,Mr. Hemant Singh, submitted that since plaintiff 
havestated in their plaint that the cause of action has arisen in the state of Andhra Pradesh, the suit 
is liable to be dismissed since this court does not have jurisdiction. 

II. Decision of Supreme Court.
The learned counsel referred to Supreme Court’s decision in Indian Performing Rights Society 

Limited v. Sanjay Dalia and Another8, where in the apex court dismissed the appeal against the order 
of Delhi high court and held:

“In our opinion, the provisions of section 62 of the Copyright Act, 1957 and section 134 of 
the Trade Marks Act, 1999 have to be interpreted in the purposive manner. No doubt about it 
that a suit can be filed by the plaintiff at a place where he is residing or carrying on business or 
personally works for gain. He need not travel to file a suit to a place where defendant is residing 
or cause of action wholly or in part arises. However, if the plaintiff is residing or carrying on 
business etc. at a place where cause of action, wholly or in part, has also arisen, he has to file a suit 
at that place.”

The Apex court also thwarted the contention of the plaintiff that the bulk of litigation of such 
nature is filed in Delhi because of the convenience of clients and expertise of lawyers in Delhi by 
stating that “the submission is unhesitatingly rejected” because such considerations are irrelevant.

Similarly Delhi high court in Ultra Home Construction Pvt. Ltd. v.Purushottam Kumar Chaubey & 
Ors9 did not interfere with the decision of the single judge bench with respect to the interpretation 
of section 134 of the Trademarks Act, 1999 that the expression “carries on business” connotes that 
the person has some interest in the business in that place in terms of decisions or shares or profits/
gains etc. Hence in case the cause of action is arising at a place where the person also carries on 
the business then the suit should be filed at that place. However the Division bench said that the 
single bench erred in dismissing the suit all they could have done was to return the plaint under 
Order VII, Rule 10,The Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
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On the other hand learned counsel for the plaintiff, Mr. Rajiv Nayar, contented that they do not 
oppose the applicability of Apex court decision in Indian Performing Rights Society Limited v. Sanjay 
Dalia and Another10 and contented that a part of cause of action has arisen in Delhi since defendant 
no. 1 are a unit of Tilaknagar Industries Ltd defendant no. 2 which is situated in Delhi. Further 
it was also claimed that the plaint is in the nature of quia timet action since there is a reasonable 
apprehension that the defendants might launch their product in Delhi and are expected to have a 
distribution network in Delhi hence this suit in Delhi.

Another contention made by the counsel was that the objections on the jurisdiction should be 
based on the averments made by the plaintiff in the plaint. To support this contention the counsel 
referred to various decisions including Supreme Court’s decision in Exphar SA and Another v. 
Eupharma Laboratories Ltd. and Another11, decision of the division bench of Delhi high court in the 
matter of Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. and Ors. v. Natco Pharma Ltd12.

The court started with the analysis of the application of Supreme Court’s decision in Exphar 
SA case that the objection on territorial jurisdiction under Order VII, Rule 10,The Code of Civil 
Procedure, 1908at the pre trial stage should be based on the averments made in the plaint by the 
plaintiffs rather than looking into the defence pleaded by defendant in the written statement. 

Court appreciated the fact that counsel on behalf of plaintiff had fairly conceded that in view 
ofSanjay Dalia’s case decision (Supreme Court), merely because the plaintiff had an office in Delhi 
does not confer jurisdiction on this court to try the suit if the cause of action has not arisen within 
the territorial jurisdiction of the court. However the counsel has submitted that the nature of the 
suit is quia timet13 which is filed in apprehension of the infringement in Delhi hence the court has 
jurisdiction. 

The court came down to a significant question based on the Exphar SA case decision which is 
whether the averments made in the plaint indicate that the suit is a quia timet action? To answer 
this issue court examined paragraph no. 1 to 5 of the plaint which provides the information 
regarding incorporation of Plaintiff Company. It is averred that the registered office is located in 
Mumbai but its sales office and other extensive business activities are also carried out in Delhi. 
The plaint also describes various trademarks and labels of which they are proprietor including 
“Officer’s Choice”. Court further kept a note of paragraph 18 which talks about defendants 
registered office and its business.

The plaintiff have stated in the plaint in paragraph 20 to 25 that they found out about the 
alleged infringement in September, 2013 that defendant is selling whisky in the state of Andhra 
Pradesh under the trademark and label “Smart Choice” the plaintiff have specifically averred that 
the defendants have slavishly and substantially copied their label and trade dress and even the 
colour combination and pattern with the only change in the prefix which is “smart” hence the 
marks are deceptively similar which  causes confusion in the mind of unwary purchaser which 
clearly proves the malafide intention of the defendants. 

The plaintiff contented that such usage in intended to pass off defendant’s goods as a variant 
of plaintiff’s goods or in association with them. It was further contented that the dishonesty on the 
part of defendant is evident from the fact that they also deal in the same product which is whisky 
or alcoholic beverages. Since these products will have same trade channel and market there is 
every change of association between the two in the mind of customers. Plaintiff also contended 
that they have acquired international goodwill and reputation under section 11 of the Trademark 
Act, 1999. 
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Examining the plaint the court stated that there has not been single averment regarding the 
apprehension of infringement by the defendants in the future on the contrary all the contentions 
giving rise to the cause of action relate to the present usage of the trademark by the defendants 
which is slavish imitation of plaintiff’s trademark as stated by the plaintiff under paragraph 26. It 
was further stated that the cause of action is continuing from day to day till the filling of this suit 
and will continue till defendants are restrained from infringing the plaintiff’s rights. 

However the plaintiff have tried to bring the matter to the jurisdiction of the court by stating 
in paragraph no. 27 that there is reasonable apprehension of infringement by defendants and they 
hold a distribution network in Delhi, therefore, the court has jurisdiction under section 20,The 
Code of Civil Procedure, 1908. However the plaintiff has not substantiated it by even a single 
reasonable material or fact to prove his apprehension. 

Despite of the fact that a bare reading of the plaint will lead to only one conclusion that all 
the grounds for filling the dispute relates to actual alleged infringement as stated by plaintiff, 
the court went to the extent of examining the issue as to whether the averment stated under 
paragraph 27 establishes a case of quia timet action and enables the plaintiff to thegrant of relief as 
prayed.?

The court reasoned that the plaint is to be read as a whole and not in parts and a reading of 
the plaint summarizes that the grievance of plaintiff actually relates to the slavish imitation of its 
trademark which they found out in September, 2013 in Andhra Pradesh which as alleged amounts 
to infringement by defendant and not the apprehension of infringement in Delhi. 

Court also analysed the concept of quia timet action by referring to Black’s Law Dictionary Eight 
Edition and The Corpus Juris Secundum, Volume 30A, 2007 Edition wherein it was stated that the quia 
timet is an equitable relief or a preventive relief, where jurisdiction depends upon the probable 
harm which may be caused in the future and whose objective is to prevent such harm and if such 
remedy is not granted than after the occurrence of the harm it may not be addressed adequately. 
However if plaintiff fails to prove actual danger, equity will not interfere just to prevent a possible 
controversy. Supreme Court in the case of Kuldip Singh v. Subhash Chander Jain & Ors14 also 
explained the concept in the similar fashion. 

Court held that the cause of action in the present matter stems from the actual usage by 
defendant of the trademark which is as alleged by plaintiff is a slavish imitation of their trademark 
and not from the apprehension which has no foundation in the entire plaint and a bald statement 
that defendants might launch their product in Delhi or they have a distribution network in Delhi 
cannot be accepted. 

In the end the court closed out by referring to a case of Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd. and 
Ors. v.Natco Pharma Ltd.15wherein theplaintiff had pleaded apprehension of sale, marketing in 
Delhi by referring to a news article which published that the defendant would work with Mylan 
Pharmaceuticals Inc. to launch Glatiramer Acetate for treatment of sclerosis, plaintiff had also 
learnt that they actually signed an agreement for the same purpose. Thus, it was clearly stated 
in the pleading that the cause of action arises from such reasonable apprehension of injury by 
defendants and hence they had jurisdiction to entertain the matter.

In the instant matter since the plaint did not disclose any reasonable apprehension the 
application was accordingly allowed and plaint was liable to be returned accordingly. This order 
does not rule out those cases where plaintiff is able to prove his case with material substance on 
record which actually might threaten and infringe his rights in future. But this equitable relief can 
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only be given if plaintiff can create a nexus between the present circumstances to a future probable 
harm. The court has also made it clear that the application under Order VII, Rule 10, The Code of 
Civil Procedure, 1908 is to be examined only on the basis of the averments made in the plaint and 
not on the defence pleaded by the defendants. Referring to the decision in the Teva Pharmaceutical 
case one can say that the requirement of proof of reasonable apprehension is also not towering, a 
simple newspaper article or any information gained from some genuine source might help you 
to bring you matter within the jurisdiction of the court. However, what kind of evidence is to be 
procured by the plaintiff to prove reasonable apprehension is a mixed question of fact and law 
which is yet to be decided by the court.
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